Abstract Neuroimaging research often relies on clinically acquired magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) datasets that can originate from multiple institutions. Such datasets are characterized by high heterogeneity of modalities and variability of sequence parameters. This heterogeneity complicates the automation of image processing tasks such as spatial co-registration and physiological or functional image analysis. Given this heterogeneity, conventional processing workflows developed for research purposes are not optimal for clinical data. In this work, we describe an approach called Heterogeneous Optimization Framework (HOF) for developing image analysis pipelines that can handle the high degree of clinical data non-uniformity. HOF provides a set of guidelines for configuration, algorithm development, deployment, interpretation of results and quality control for such pipelines. At each step, we illustrate the HOF approach using the implementation of an automated pipeline for Multimodal Glioma Analysis (MGA) as an example. The MGA pipeline computes tissue diffusion characteristics of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) acquisitions, hemodynamic characteristics using a perfusion model of susceptibility contrast (DSC) MRI, and spatial cross-modal co-registration of available anatomical, physiological and derived patient images. Developing MGA within HOF enabled the processing of neuro-oncology MR imaging studies to be fully automated. MGA has been successfully used to analyze over 160 clinical tumor studies to date within several research projects. Introduction of the MGA pipeline improved image processing throughput and, most importantly, effectively produced coregistered datasets that were suitable for advanced analysis despite high heterogeneity in acquisition protocols.
Introduction
Multi-modal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used with increasing frequency in clinical and research neuroimaging. Use of multiple contrast mechanisms is required in functional MRI analysis (Gholipour et al. 2007) , allows for tumor boundary prediction during surgical planning (Hlaihel et al. 2010) ; (Law et al. 2008; Zonari et al. 2007) , enables a wide range of morphometric analyses (Buckner et al. 2004) , and may improve accuracy of classification of brain tissues (Vrooman et al. 2007 ). Such analyses often involve complex processing schemes applied to large image data sets. These schemes typically use neuroimaging software packages such as FreeSurfer Fischl et al. 1999) , FSL (Fennema-Notestine et al. 2006) , SPM (Friston 2007) , AFNI (Cox 1996) . Multiple neuroimaging pipeline environments (Rex et al. 2003) ; (Glauche 2014) ; (Joshi et al. 2011) ; (Das et al. 2011) ; (Marcus et al. 2007 ) provide workflow tools and algorithm repositories for creation of meta-algorithms within a single processing framework.
The explosion of MRI data availability along with increasing complexity of the associated processing tools and pipelines makes the management of large, multi-scanner and multi-institution datasets difficult. This is especially true when the imaging to be used in research is driven by clinical considerations rather than a fixed experimental design (Hlaihel et al. 2010) . We call such datasets Clinically Acquired Research Sets (CARS) to emphasize the provenance and intended research use. In CARS, uniformity of acquisition protocols may not always be achievable, especially in multiinstitutional studies. This heterogeneity can impede largescale image analyses, including data mining and machine learning techniques employed in the current translational research such as (Aerts et al. 2014) . Automatic tools that facilitate quick prototyping of complex workflows, correct selection of processing parameters and quality control of the processed data, are most critical in multispectral imaging.
Since image analysis pipelines designed for controlled research studies are hard to use on CARS directly (see Section 2.2), in this work we consider the requirements of clinical research pipelines and describe a methodology called Heterogeneous Optimization Framework (HOF) for designing and maintaining automated neuroimaging workflows for CARS data. The methodology comprises the following steps. First, a group of academic neuroradiologists, neuro-oncology researchers and MRI experts defines a set of techniques appropriate for the analysis of the imaging data. The same set of experts identifies appropriate tools for computing specific analysis steps (also referred to here as core algorithms), e.g., spatial co-registration, computation of physiological parameter maps, etc. HOF further represents knowledge acquired during this process by a relationship workflow model describing images, image attributes and processing tasks.
The key notion in the HOF workflow model is the image role. The image role such as Bspatial alignment target in MRI study^formally describes an image characteristic in relation to a specific processing task. Using assigned roles, the workflow model controls data transfer and formatting, regularization, physiological parameter modeling, spatial co-registration and quality control. During the development of an analysis pipeline within HOF, processing results are classified according to quality and, when appropriate, reasons for failure. This classification is used to iteratively refine the formal representation of image role, increase automation, and reduce failure rates.
In this work, we illustrate HOF principles using multimodal glioma analysis (MGA) as an exemplary case. Image data were acquired by the multi-institutional Comprehensive Neuro-oncology Data Repository (CONDR) (Fouke et al. 2013) . The modalities acquired in CONDR CARS include diffusion tensor (DTI) and dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) as well as pre-and post-Gd T1-weighted and T2-weighted structural images. MGA converts heterogeneous, multispectral MRI study into a set of uniformly structured, spatially co-registered anatomical images and physiological parameter maps suitable for multi-spectral evaluation of specific imaging biomarkers (Kumar et al. 2012 ). An MGA pipeline plugin to the XNAT imaging informatics platform enables MGA processing of MRI studies archived using XNAT (Marcus et al. 2007) .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in sections 2.1-2.2 we describe the CONDR imaging protocol and sources of heterogeneity in its CARS that motivated HOF; in 2.3, MGA core algorithms. Sections 2.4-2.6 develop HOF principles, using MGA as an example; section 3.1 provides technical details on MGA implementation; section 3.2 contains the evaluation of MGA atlas selection strategy; section 3.3 describes HOF software development model and its application to MGA; finally, section 3.4 describes the MGA pipeline module developed for XNAT (Marcus et al. 2007 ).
Methods and Materials

CONDR Imaging Protocol
The CONDR study (Fouke et al. 2013 ) was designed to collect and integrate clinical, imaging and tissue-based data from patients with brain tumors, with an initial focus on glioblastoma multiforme (GBM). Imaging was performed at two sites: Swedish Neuroscience Institute (SNI) in Seattle, WA, and Washington University School of Medicine (WUSM) in Saint Louis, MO. The preferred CONDR imaging protocol includes pre-Gd MPRAGE and post-Gd T1 weighted high resolution image, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), dynamic susceptibility-weighted contrast (DSC) images (also referred to as perfusion weighted imaging sequences), fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) and susceptibility-weighted (SWI) sequences (Fig. 1) . Derived parametric maps include fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) from DTI data, and cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV) and mean transit time (MTT) from DSC data. The actual protocol (see Fig. 1 for images acquired in a representative CONDR patient) varied across scanners and institutions as detailed below.
Data Heterogeneity
Because the CONDR study relied on standard of care imaging, many acquisitions did not match the preferred CONDR protocol, as described in Sections 2.2.1-2.2.4.
Imaging Sequence Availability
Incomplete Acquisition Many imaging sessions, especially during the initial stages of the CONDR study, omitted one or more sequences from the preferred protocol (Fig. 2) . Although adherence improved over time, various aspects of the clinical acquisition workflow (clinician preferences, technological limitations, patient-related issues) prevent perfect matching of clinical acquisitions to the preferred research protocol. Thus, it is necessary to allow for incomplete data in the processing logic.
Incremental Protocol Modification Although some sequences were missing, other sequences, such as highresolution T2-weighted images or T2 BLADE (Fig. 1) , were acquired in a large fraction of cases, even though they were not described in the initial research protocol. In addition, a number of imaging sequences were upgraded and new sequences incorporated over the first four years of CONDR data collection. Because CONDR was designed to facilitate openended research, these sequences emerged as critical research assets; thus, the capability of incorporating new image types in the existing logic became another key requirement of HOF, described in Sections 2.3-2.5.
Variability of Acquisition Parameters
MRI acquisition parameters, such as voxel size and field of view, also varied from patient to patient. Variability was present not only across sites, but also across patients acquired at the same site. Cross-site variability was unavoidable because of differences in MRI scanners; for example, SNI used a gradient echo T1*-weighted sequence (GRE*, GE scanner platform) for identification of susceptibility artifact from blood products, whereas WUSM used a T2* susceptibilityweighted imaging (SWI) sequence (Siemens scanner platform) for the same purpose. Within-site variability at WUSM also occurred, in part because of a higher number of MRI scanners used for CONDR patients with less centralization as compared with SNI.
Acquisition details critically determine the suitability of a particular image for a specific role. For example, the initial CONDR protocol specified that a post-Gd, high-resolution, Fig. 1 T1-weighted sequence should be used for atlas registration. However, experience showed that better results were obtained with non-contrasted enhanced T1-weighted images, even if these were of lower spatial resolution. This experience led to the development of the notion of role in HOF, as discussed in Section 2.5.
Variability of Data Representation
Although the majority of medical devices are able to store and transfer images in DICOM (dicom.nema.org) format, metadata encoding and storage of newer sequences may differ significantly across scanner manufacturers. For example, the MRI vendor at WUSM used mosaics to encode multi-frame physiological sequences, whereas the vendor at SNI used DICOM multi-frame encoding.
MRI Artifacts
A variety of MRI artifacts, such as motion blur and wrap due to the inconsistent selection of field of view, were observed in some CONDR acquisitions. Many of these artifacts could result in data misrepresentation and, therefore, failure of processing. In our experience, many of these artifacts are hard to detect automatically once they escape the quality control procedure (if any) implemented at the clinical imaging workstation.
Core Image Processing Algorithms of MGA
Core MGA preprocessing includes two major components designed to prepare CONDR CARS for correlation of multispectral MRI and tissue based data: (i) within-subject spatial co-registration of the available structural sequences, and (ii) generation of physiological parameter maps from DTI and DSC images.
Spatial co-registration is achieved by registering a designated study target anatomical image (typically, a highresolution T1-weighted image) to standard atlas space, and subsequent co-registration of all other modalities to the study target, with output in target and standard spaces. Atlas space output enables standardized cross-sectional analysis and also provides a convenient space for generating quality control images. However, single-subject analyses should use native image space as registration template, since this helps to minimize partial volume error, as discussed in (Aribisala et al. 2011) . The common-mode (e.g., T1W → T1W) registration algorithm used by MGA is based on a standard voxel similarity measure (maximization of source: target spatial correlation) (Hajnal et al. 1995) . Cross-modal registration uses an algorithm based on alignment of signal intensity gradients (Rowland et al. 2005) . Composition of appropriate transforms (e.g., DTI → T2W → T1W → atlas-template) enables resampling any image in register with any other image or in atlas space. All alignment algorithms use 12-parameter affine transform.
Diffusion processing includes motion correction and computation of the diffusion tensor from the raw diffusion measurements. Motion correction iterates through the following steps: 1) aligning each volume to the geometric mean volume of each group of images sharing the same degree of diffusion sensitization; 2) re-computing the geometric mean volume; 3) aligning each group's geometric mean to the first acquired image with b = 0 (I 0 ); 4) algebraically composing transforms between volume/group geometric mean and group/I 0 . Three cycles of these steps yield realignments with small errors estimated by internal consistency. All transforms are computed with the same algorithm (Rowland et al. 2005) . The I 0 volumes are aligned using conventional intensity correlation maximization (Hajnal et al. 1995) . The motioncorrected DTI is obtained by applying the cumulative transform and averaging all data sets using cubic spline interpolation. Then, the diffusion tensor is computed from the raw motion-corrected measurements by solving diffusion equation (Basser et al. 1994) .
Perfusion processing starts with compensation for asynchronous slice acquisition using sinc interpolation across frames and corrects for intensity errors between even and odd slices. Further, all frames are registered to a reference frame from the middle of the run. Coregistered and masked raw perfusion data is then used to estimate the perfusion model parameters. The perfusion model is based on the Bayesian tissue model (Lee et al. 2010) where the local arterial input function is estimated iteratively from data rather than determined manually.
Identifying Processing Heuristics
The development of a processing stream within HOF starts from manually annotating the processing of a training set of clinical studies. Solutions to accommodate non-standard input are developed on a per-case basis. When the processing becomes stable on the training set, the accumulated solutions are generalized into a set of statements in natural language coding rules for configuring core algorithms for optimal performance. Representative HOF heuristic statements for diffusion weighted image analysis in MGA are shown in Table 1. HOF heuristics are progressively updated to cover as much of the variability in the data as possible and to simultaneously be as accurate as possible (accuracy is favored over generality). For instance, the following statement in MGA, BFor the individual study registration target, an MPRAGE (magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo) image with voxel size 1×1×1 mm is to be used,^was replaced with a more general version accounting for variability in voxel size and availability of a (preferably pre-Gd) MPRAGE image. Thus, the rule became, BThe study registration target must be a T1-weigted image with the best available spatial resolution, preferably not contrast enhanced.^Heuristics found to be incompatible with the available data are iteratively refined as development progresses. The accumulated heuristics are then formalized and incorporated into procedures for automatically configuring scripts that invoke core algorithms.
Knowledge Representation
Initially, an analysis pipeline is split within HOF into multiple semi-automated pipeline tasks (e.g., see Table 2 for a list of MGA tasks). Pipeline tasks in HOF are automatic processing and analysis procedures that typically include input parameters whose values must be assigned based on specific acquisition's sequence type, resolution and other quality considerations. Roles describe images used to perform specific tasks (see below); heuristic rules associate image types with roles (see Fig. 3 ).
HOF defines image type as an abstract notion of a clinical image with certain characteristics. Each clinical image from CARS is assigned an image type. For instance, MGA assigns the image type, BT1w, pre-contrast, high-resolution^, to all T1-weighed images with spatial resolution higher than 2 × 2 × 2 mm voxels acquired prior to the DTI sequence. This type is particularly useful as a study registration target, and its assignment is based on the heuristics that Gd administration cannot occur prior to DTI acquisition (for technical reasons). In this case, image type is determined from DICOM metadata, including common (e.g., study and series description), as well as modality-specific tags (e.g., in-plane spacing and slice thickness). Note that with iterative updates to heuristics (Sections 2.4 and 3.3), image types can change scope (e.g. the Bhigh-resolution T1w^can become BT1w^).
Each image type is associated with image instance quality, category and metadata (see Table 3 for MGA examples). Categories are assigned to image types based on one or more properties important for core processing algorithms (e.g., T1 or T2 weighting). Instance quality is understood here as fitness of the given image type for particular pipeline tasks within the HOF. Metadata is a supplementary key-value array containing all other variables required to initialize corresponding tasks.
Finally, HOF defines the notion of task specific role which describes an input to that task. At the final input configuration step, each task role is connected to one of available image types (see Table 2 for MGA roles). Each configuration procedure of a pipeline task fills the list of roles defined for this pipeline task, according to logic derived from the available heuristic statements (see Table 4 for examples of MGA role assignment procedures).
Image-based Heuristics
So far, we have described heuristic statements that use DICOM or other textual metadata for automated configuration of core algorithm steps. However, our experience is that in CARS, the key information from these sources can also be error prone or missing (for example, the DTI direction vector table is missing). In such cases, a human expert would rely on reviewing images to make a decision on the processing (in our example, determine the number of DTI directions from the image using the fact that the image with b = 0 is much brighter than the rest, and use one of pre-saved direction tables known to be used by this scanner). It is sometimes possible to find or develop an ad hoc image analysis tool that would provide necessary information from the image voxels directly. Within HOF, such tools are called image-based heuristics (Fig. 3) . MGA employs the following image based heuristics developed during the refinement of heuristic The processing requires T1, T2 and DTI sequences to run Scans of higher spatial resolution typically yield better registration results The processing requires the encoding of DTI sequences from WUSTL to be specified manually Direction vectors for DTI sequences from WUSTL should be based on pre-calculated tables rather than values found in DICOM DTI sequences from WUSTL can have both z orientations DTI sequences from WUSTL can have more than one Brun^(number of images per direction). This number has to be explicitly specified. (Maes et al. 2003) and atlas transform error reported by MGA's cross-modal registration algorithm (Rowland et al. 2005) . A combination of T1 image and atlas with the best score vector is then selected as the study registration target and target atlas (see Section 3.2 for evaluation of this strategy).
Automatic Detection of DTI Sequence Parameters (b0 and Gradient Directions) MGA extracts values for b0 and gradient directions from vendor-specific DICOM fields using dcm2nii, a part of MRICron software (Rorden et al. 2007 ). However, in cases when the number of gradient directions cannot be determined from DICOM, it is computed using one-dimensional c-means analysis of mean DTI frame intensity, which we found to be a robust feature to classify DTI frames with b = 0. Then, the last known gradient configuration for the detected number of directions and scanner model is assumed (certain models of Siemens and GE scanners are supported).
DTI Slice Orientation
Another common issue in automatic configuration of DTI processing is the inability to identify from DICOM metadata the correct inferior-superior head orientation. This information is required to correctly decode Siemens mosaic images. We found that a method similar to atlas detection works well in this case. MGA determines the orientation by comparing registration to a target atlas of zflipped and unflipped versions of the first frame of the DTI image and then selecting the co-registered image with higher NMI.
Implementation and Results
MGA Pipeline Implementation
MGA is implemented as a set of Linux shell scripts, C/C++ executables, and uses a small number of third-party utilities such as dcm2nii. Shell scripts implement the image type database that maps DICOM series descriptions to HOF image types, as well as heuristic logic and image-based techniques that govern parameter selection for core processing Fig. 3 HOF data Essential provenance information is recorded in a detailed log file and also encoded in file names saved by MGA. For instance, raw image names follow the pattern <study label > _ < DICOM series number > _ < image type>, and spatially coregistered image names combine raw image or atlas template name, e.g., <raw image 1 > _on_ < atlas template 1>. Similar naming patterns are used for all stored output, grouped by MRI study. The information on mapping between DICOM images and MGA-generated files is also explicitly stored in variables in a shell script configuration file that can be directly sourced by post-MGA analysis routines.
The user can review MGA runtime parameters in saved configuration files that contain information on heuristic decisions and core algorithm parameters. Error reports can be extracted from execution logs using keyword search, with error and warning keywords being consistent throughout the processing flow. MGA also supports a set of custom variables that can override automatic configuration, such as explicit target T1-weighed scan and atlas template, Siemens mosaic dimensions, etc. Upon completion, MGA generates a PDFformatted report showing slice mosaics of all co-registered sequences in isotropic 3 mm atlas template space overlaid with target atlas contours (Fig. 4) .
Evaluation of Automatic Atlas Selection
The ability to run and rerun MGA analysis in a standard framework on multiple CARS makes tasks such as quick core algorithm evaluation and quality assessment feasible. This allowed us, to test the performance of automatic atlas selection algorithm described in Section 2.6. A random sample of 100 MGA-processed CARS was co-registered with fixed atlas (type F processing) and automatically selected atlas (type A processing). An experienced reviewer was presented with three principal sections of atlas-registered T1-weighted brain images overlaid by atlas contours and rectangular grid. The registration quality of images co-registered using types F and A was assigned the score of 0 when outer cortical structures did not deviate from the atlas contours by more than 3 mm, 1 when the deviation did not exceed 6 mm, and 2 when it was above 6 mm. Automated metrics, including registration algorithm target function and normalized mutual information, were also evaluated for both types. Average registration score for type A was 1.69 and 0.99 for type F, paired t-tests for the difference between type A and type F outcome for all automated metrics and reviewer scores being significant at 0.0001 % level. All automated metrics correlated with reviewer scores, with NMI holding the highest correlation coefficient of 0.54 (type F) and 0.46 (type A). Thus, automatic atlas selection clearly improved the average alignment quality, although none of the considered automatic metrics was completely indicative thereof (Fig. 5) .
HOF Development Cycles and MGA Data Processing
As discussed in Section 2.4, the initial source of pipeline design within HOF is expert and empirical knowledge of core processing algorithms. Figure 6 details the process for refining heuristic statements at each pipeline development cycle. When the development stage of each cycle is completed, a pilot set of clinical studies is processed with the new version of the pipeline, and the quality of output is assessed by a quality control procedure. This procedure can be more broad or specific depending on intended dataset use. In the case of MGA, where resulting datasets are intended for ROI analysis of coregistered physiological parameter maps, a reviewer estimates closeness of atlas-aligned image to overlaid atlas contours and visual quality of physiological parameter maps using mosaic views (Fig. 4) . The source of each error is identified, and processing errors that are due to algorithmic issues are compiled into a list, driving the development of the next cycle. A representative example of error analysis for the third HOF development cycle of MGA is shown in Table 5 .
We assume that CARS coming from a single source are inherently more homogeneous, so heuristics for each imaging location or institution tend to form repeatable patterns in processing logic. It is therefore important to select the composition of CARS from all available data sources for a pilot set used at each HOF development stage. In the case of MGA, each pilot CARS included SNI and WUSTL studies whenever possible.
The first set of studies processed by MGA included data from 30 preoperative patients from CONDR study. Seven of these were acquired at SNI and 23 at WUSTL. Out of these, 19 patients had a presumptive diagnosis of glioblastoma, one and two had grade III and grade II gliomas, respectively, and the other eight had recurrent primary, metastatic or other types of intracranial tumors. The second set included the first one and added new subjects that were enrolled in the CONDR study over time (see (Fouke et al. 2013) for the CONDR study inclusion criteria). The third and current sets expanded to three other neuro-oncology research projects and include over 160 unique studies of subjects with both primary and secondary (metastatic) brain tumors, with most MRI performed before treatment and a cohort of eight studies acquired after gamma knife radiosurgery. The rate of non-unique studies processed by MGA from 2010 to 2014 is illustrated on Fig. 7a . Note that the queued studies number reflects all collected studies presumed to be processed during corresponding time period. Lower number of actually processed studies in the first two years resulted mainly from insufficient analysis automation and lack of dedicated resources, whereas the much smaller difference in the last two years (when the resource dedication did not change) is due mainly to the studies with key sequences missing or of unacceptable acquisition quality.
To quantify the dynamics of manual effort required to run MGA, we evaluated a list of 11 required or optional HOF pipeline tasks in MGA (Table 6 ). Each task was assigned an overall manual effort score from 1 to 10, which could change after each development cycle. Based on the development progress reports for each year, we computed the overall manual complexity as a sum of scores per each task per each year. Figure 7b shows manual complexity dynamics from 2011 to 2014 (in 2014, XNAT pipeline was used for assessment rather than the offline version). The error rate due to algorithmic failure also decreased over time. For the last set, about 2 % of cases could not be processed due to algorithm or quality limitations (although some cases had to be rerun with manually set parameters for satisfactory results).
MGA Virtualization and XNAT Pipeline
In the effort to create a portable and maintainable installation of MGA for community use, we developed an experimental self-contained virtualized installation ('virtual appliance') of MGA in a free open source virtualization environment docker.io (Fink 2014) . The Docker environment runs a virtualized image of installation that includes a core Linux operating system with application-specific libraries and packages. The runtime copy of the Docker virtualized image is called a container. Docker's 'light' virtualization uses only 64-bit Linux kernel functions of the host and relies on the container file system for MGA scripts, executables and libraries. The docker.io architecture initializes containers and executes a start command within milliseconds, thus making a call to any MGA command as simple as supplying the command string as arguments to a simple wrapper script on the host operating system. The Docker.io client is available for many flavors of 64-bit Linux, MacOS and Windows. The installation package for the docker.io MGA image is available from https://bitbucket.org/mmilch01/mga_docker_install.
Once the MGA code base matured, we implemented a dedicated XNAT pipeline with the goal of further simplifying the runtime configuration and archiving of processed data. The pipeline launch screen (Fig. 8) allows the user to select the mapping of DICOM scans to MGA's HOF IDs to be used in processing. The online version of the pipeline maintains an updatable user-specific association table matching series description to HOF image type (HOF ID) and applies the user selection for previously encountered series descriptions. Since series descriptions are rarely changed manually at the point of data origin (MRI scanner, PACS, anonymization software, etc.), and because MRI studies tend to come from a few common sources per research project, the pipeline identifies most scans automatically without formally restricting series descriptions to pre-set values. In addition, manual override variables can also be initialized on the launch screen.
The pipeline uses XNAT features on progress and error tracking: the user can track execution progress on image session web pages, and receives an email link to review the processing PDF report (Fig. 4) or console logs in case of failure. MGA configuration and runtime logs are stored within the associated XNAT image session for online access. The experimental XNAT-MGA pipeline module is available to install from https://marketplace.xnat.org/plugin/hof and from the NITRC 1 neuroinformatics tool repository at http://www. nitrc.org/projects/hof.
Discussion
Although clinical imaging data offer research opportunities, analyzing such data is challenging: adherence to a fixed imaging protocol cannot be expected and the quality of the 1 Neuroimaging Informatics Tool and Resources Clearinghouse The flexibility of HOF derives from the abstractions of image type and category. The use of these abstractions allows selecting processing patterns for large classes of images. For example, in MGA, images in the category Bperfusion mapĉ an be generated from DSC data using an in-house analysis tool. However, equivalent (but quantitatively different) Bperfusion maps^may be generated by alternative commercial packages. The abstraction of category provides a formal basis for integration, co-registration and comparison of such derived maps obtained with alternative processing schemes. In addition, the ability to use images within the same type or category interchangeably allows MGA to complete analyses in certain cases of incomplete or missing data.
In the development of expert knowledge representations, it is extremely important to continually refine the heuristic statements used to configure core algorithms and use all possible data sources for pilot processing sets. We found that the validity of heuristic statements depends on the maturity of processing techniques and the availability of expertise. Maintaining heuristics generally becomes more challenging as the scope of automation becomes wider. Refining heuristics with each HOF development cycle and using different data sources allows for correction of failed assumptions concerning relevant imaging parameters for the broad range of expected input data sets.
Since HOF development is governed by incremental processing of pilot CARS and assessing the rate of successful outcomes (as defined by a specific HOF implementation), it may also be beneficial to develop a formal representation of quality control procedure. Although such criteria are to large extent core algorithm specific, a data model similar to HOF knowledge representation (Section 2.5) can provide a theoretical ground in the future for designing such criteria in a general case.
Using HOF methods in MGA substantially accelerated analyses and added flexibility. In particular, the automated MGA processing can be rerun at relatively little expense in Fig. 7 a MRI studies of patients with primary and metastatic brain tumors queued for processing by MGA and actually processed (non-unique) each year; b overall complexity of manual MGA configuration by development year Integrate results into other studies 5 N/A situations where manual reprocessing would have required substantial effort. This allowed our team to quickly adapt to new scanner and image processing technology, and also enabled quick customizations of MGA for ongoing research projects. In addition, the outcomes of automatic processing were easier to reproduce and compare, whereas manual data processing often required extra normalization steps, e.g., to resolve discrepancies in naming conventions between scanner operators and imaging groups. The general scheme of research data flow based on HOF in application to MGA is shown on Fig. 9 . Here, HOF output is viewed as uniformly formatted CARS (UCARS) ready for repeatable analysis. For instance, UCARS generated by MGA were used to evaluate the performance of various perfusion software packages (Milchenko et al. 2014 ) and machine learning method of tumor segmentation (Prior et al. 2013) , as well as in clinical research that employed KaplanMeier analysis evaluating the connection of blood flow and diffusion imaging metrics with survival of high grade glioma patients (LaMontagne et al. 2013) .
Although the implementation of the HOF structure in MGA certainly improved processing throughput, several factors may limit the general utility of the framework. First, low quality data or incomplete image data sets can prevent successful processing, even in the setting of a strong HOF. At the other extreme, better uniformity and acquisition quality theoretically reduces the need for flexible solutions, although we do not expect that this need can be completely eliminated, given the persistent potential for human error. Additionally, HOF heuristics have the potential to introduce unintended biases because of correlations between heuristics, local imaging protocols and patient demographics. It is therefore important for researchers to review the heuristic statements used by a pipeline built within HOF prior to processing, to ensure that the experimental design is not compromised. In the latter case, manual parameter overrides can be used to overcome such biases.
Apart from general precautions due to the use of heuristics, limitations of core image analysis algorithms used by an analysis pipeline should also be carefully considered, with the most critical components in the MGA example being spatial coregistration, DSC perfusion and DTI modeling. As with many similar techniques, the MGA methods of spatial coregistration tend to perform poorly on highly distorted brains. In CONDR CARS, about 2-3 % of images with large primary brain tumors were mis-registered. Regarding DSC modeling, it should be noted that DSC perfusion measures computed by different algorithms or different software packages may not be directly comparable (Orsingher et al. 2014) ; (Milchenko et al. 2014) , and therefore only relative comparisons of measures computed by the same software may be valid.
Many sophisticated software packages for brain imaging are currently available (Gholipour et al. 2007 ). However, to our knowledge, the HOF methodology is one of the very few attempts to formalize the creation of automatic image analysis pipelines with emphasis on processing clinically acquired research datasets (CARS).
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